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STOCHASTIC RESONANCE IN SPIN-WAVE CHAOS:A SIMULATION�A. Krawiekia and A. Sukiennikia;b;aInstitute of Physis, Warsaw University of TehnologyKoszykowa 75, 00-662 Warsaw, PolandbInstitute of Physis, Polish Aademy of SienesLotników 32/46, 02-668 Warsaw, PolandDepartment of Solid State Physis, University of �ód¹Pomorska 149/153, 90-283 �ód¹, Poland(Reeived Otober 5, 1998)A model for noise-free stohasti resonane in haoti nonlinear ferro-magneti resonane in oinidene regime is investigated numerially. Inthe model, interations between the uniform mode and two pairs of para-metri spin waves are taken into aount. For ertain values of the modelparameters Pomeau�Maneville intermitteny and on-o� intermitteny areobserved. The ase of slow periodi modulation of the rf �eld amplitude isonsidered and the signal analyzed re�ets the sequene of laminar phasesand bursts. Maximum of the signal-to-noise ratio is observed as the on-stant part of the rf �eld amplitude is varied in the neighbourhood of theintermitteny threshold. The role of the thermal exitations of spin wavesin the ourene of stohasti resonane is lari�ed. The results are in agree-ment with the reent experimental observations of stohasti resonane inspin-wave haos.PACS numbers: 05.45.+b, 76.50.+g, 75.30.Ds, 05.40.+j1. IntrodutionStohasti resonane (SR; for review see [1℄) ours in ertain, mainlynonlinear systems driven by a ombination of periodi and stohasti sig-nal. An unexpeted feature of SR is that when the input noise intensityis inreased the degree of periodiity of the output signal goes througha maximum. The power spetrum density (PSD) of the output signalS (f) in systems with SR onsists of peaks at integer multiples of the peri-odi signal frequeny fs superimposed on a broad noise bakground SN (f).� Presented at the XI Marian Smoluhowski Symposium on Statistial Physis,Zakopane, Poland, September 1�5, 1998.(2499)



2500 A. Krawieki, A. SukiennikiA good measure of the periodiity of the output signal is the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) in dB de�ned as SNR=10 log [SP (fs) =SN (fs)℄, whereSP (fs) = S (fs)� SN (fs) is the �rst peak height. In system with SR, SNRhas a maximum for non-zero input noise power. SR was observed in varioussystems, e.g. in bistable [2℄ and monostable [3℄ systems, in dynamial [4℄ andnon-dynamial [5,6℄ threshold-rossing systems, in sensory neurons [4,7℄ andspatially extended systems [8℄.In this paper we deal with noise-free SR [9℄. By varying a ontrol pa-rameter of a haoti system with periodi input, and thus by hanging itsinternal dynamis, it is possible to maximize the periodi response of thesystem without external noise, i.e. to maximize SNR. Noise-free SR wasobserved in numerial simulations of haoti osillators [10-12℄, networks ofhaoti neurons [13℄, and maps with various kinds of intermitteny [9,14,15℄.Reently, noise-free SR was observed in a physial experiment with inter-mitteny in spin-wave haoti dynamis in a ferromagneti sphere [16℄. Thisexperiment was performed in perpendiular ferromagneti resonane in o-inidene regime, i.e. the uniform mode with frequeny !0 was driven bythe rf �eld with frequeny ! = !0. As the rf �eld amplitude is inreasedbeyond a ertain threshold, in suh a system the �rst-order Suhl instabilityours whih onsists in the deay of the uniform mode into pairs of para-metri spin waves (SW) with opposite wave vetors and frequenies !=2. Asa result of nonlinear interations between SW and the uniform mode haosin the time dependene of absorption in the sample may appear [18-21℄ (forreview of various nonlinear e�ets due to SW interations see e.g. [22℄). InRef. [16℄ the experimental onditions were hosen so that the time series ofabsorption showed Pomeau�Maneville intermitteny (PMI) of type-III [23℄,i.e. the time dependene of absorption was a sequene of periodi (laminar)phases and haoti bursts. When either the rf �eld amplitude or the d �eldwere varied the mean duration of laminar phases and bursts also hanged.To observe SR, a weak and slow periodi omponent was added to the rf�eld amplitude The sequene of laminar phases and bursts was onvertedinto a two-state signal and SNR was measured from the PSD of this signal.SNR showed a maximum vs. both the rf �eld amplitude and the d �eld forfs in the range between 1 kHz and 10 kHz.In Ref. [16℄ the ourene of SR in a system with intermitteny wasexplained with the help of a model map. It was shown both analytiallyand numerially that in systems with intermitteny the laminar and haotiphases an play a role of the two states of an asymmetri bistable systemwhih enables the appearane of SR when periodi signal is added. How-ever, a diret numerial simulation based on the equations of motion for SWamplitudes was not performed, as aurate simulations of haoti absorptionrequire the inlusion of many interating SW in the model, thus making the



Stohasti Resonane in Spin-Wave Chaos: a Simulation 2501simulations extremely time-onsuming [18, 21℄. On the other hand in SWhaos low-dimensional models with only few interating SW pairs an leadto qualitative agreement with experiment (see e.g. [24�27℄). For oinideneregime suh a model was onsidered in Ref. [27℄. In the present paper simula-tions of SR in two kinds of intermitteny in SW haos in oinidene regimeare performed on the basis of a simple model: PMI and on-o� intermitteny(OOI) [28,29℄ (OOI was also observed in oinidene regime [27,30℄). In themodel only two SW pairs interat with the uniform mode. With the rf �eldamplitude periodially modulated, SNR obtained from the sequene of lam-inar phases and bursts shows a maximum as a funtion of the onstant partof the rf �eld amplitude. The estimated frequeny range of the modulationfor whih SR may be observed is in agreement with the above-mentionedexperiment. The role of thermal exitations of SW in the ourene of SRis disussed, too. 2. Model and methods of analysisThe model for haos and SR in oinidene regime analyzed in this paperis a modi�ation of that in Ref. [27℄. The transverse rf �eld with frequeny !is assumed in the form hT (t) os!t, where hT (t) is a periodially modulatedamplitude of the rf �eld, with the modulation frequeny 2�fs � !. This�eld exites the uniform mode with frequeny !0 � !. In the �rst-order Suhlinstability proess, this mode deays into pairs of SW with opposite wavevetors �k and frequenies !k � !=2. Small detunings from the resonantfrequenies�!0 = !0�!,�!k = !k�!=2 are allowed; they are neessary forthe ourene of haos in the model, and may be attributed to �nite sampledimensions or �nite resonane linewidths [27℄. The equations of motion forthe omplex uniform mode and SW amplitudes (0, �k, respetively) maybe then obtained from the Hamiltonian H written in terms of reation andannihilation operatorsH = hT (t) os!t (I0?0 + ::) +Xk !k?kk +Xk V0;k?0k�k + :: (1)Replaing the operators with lassial SW amplitudes yields the equationsof motion in the form�0;k�t = ��0;k0;k + i �H�?0;k ; �?0;k�t = ��0;k?0;k � i �H�0;k : (2)Here, I0 is the oupling oe�ient between the rf �eld and the uniform mode,V0;k are oupling oe�ients between the uniform mode and parametri SWpairs, �0;k is a phenomenologial damping and the star denotes the omplex



2502 A. Krawieki, A. Sukiennikionjugate. It may be shown that the amplitudes of SW belonging to onepair di�er only by a onstant phase fator qk [22℄, i.e. �k = k exp (iqk). Ifthe rf �eld amplitude is small only the uniform mode is exited and all SWamplitudes deay to zero. The threshold for the exitation of SW pair withwave vetor k is h(k)T;rit = 2 jÆ0j jÆkj = jI0j jV0;kj, where Æ0;k = �0;k + i�!0;k.In fat, as the rf �eld amplitude is inreased, �rst the SW pair with thelowest threshold (denoted as 1 and alled the ritial pair) is exited at the�rst-order instability threshold hT;rit = h(1)T;rit, and for higher hT other pairsmay but need not be exited; also periodi and haoti states of the modeamplitudes may appear.In the following a simpli�ed model will be onsidered, with only two SWpairs interating with the uniform mode. Suh low-dimensional models arewidely used in modelling SW haos [24�27℄ though there is no good theoreti-al justi�ation for suh a simpli�ation. Eq. (2) may be rewritten in dimen-sionless variables with separated fast time dependene,a0(t) = jV0;1j 0(t) exp(i!t)=�1, ak(t) = jV0;1j k(t) exp(iqk=2) exp(i!t=2)=�1.SW pair 2 has a higher instability threshold and is alled a weak pair. Afterintroduing the resaled time t0 = �1t the �nal form of the equations is_a0 = jÆ0=�1j jÆ1=�1j " (t)� (�0=�1 + i�!0=�1) a0 � ia21�i (jV0;2j = jV0;1j) a22 + �th ;_a1 = � (1 + i�!1=�1) a1 � ia?1a0 + �th ;_a2 = � (�2=�1 + i�!2=�1) a2 � i (jV0;2j = jV0;1j) a?2a0 + �th : (3)In Eq. (3) the dot denotes the time derivative with respet to t0 and " (t) =hT (t) =hT; rit . In addition, the thermal exitation level of SW �th � 1 isphenomenologially introdued. Absorption in the sample is proportional ton0 = ja0j.For the two sets of parameters listed in Table I and onstant rf �eldamplitude " two kinds of intermitteny were observed in Eq. (3). First,OOI was observed when " was dereased below " � 3:02 [27℄. In the timeseries of n2 = ja2j a sequene of laminar phases, during whih the weakpair amplitude dereases almost to zero, and haoti bursts, during whihthe level of exitation of the weak SW pair is omparable with that of theritial pair, oured; suh behaviour is typial of OOI. Seond, PMI withperiodi laminar phases and haoti bursts was observed above " = 7:96.In order to observe SR the rf �eld amplitude was assumed as " (t) = " +A os 2�fst. With small A, varying " in the neighbourhood of " in�uenesthe mean duration of laminar phases. Moreover, with small fs it is learthat the sequene of laminar phases and bursts should have a strong periodiomponent, whih suggests the possibility of the ourene of SR when " isvaried. It should be pointed out that intermitteny in Eq. (3) is not atypial



Stohasti Resonane in Spin-Wave Chaos: a Simulation 2503and ours in a broad neighbourhood of the parameters from Table I in theparameter spae. TABLE INumerial parameters for Eq. (3).�0=�1 �!0=�1 �!1=�1 �2=�1 �!2=�1 jV0;2j = jV0;1j A "OOI 1.25 �1.5 3.0 0.8 2.62 0.754 0.1 3.02PMI 1.67 �1.67 3.33 1.0 �4.67 1.048 0.2 7.96Eq. (3) was solved numerially using the fourth-and-�fth order Runge�Kutta method with ontinuous error ontrol. Two examples of the time seriesof n2 for the ase of OOI and PMI in the presene of periodi omponentof the rf �eld amplitude are shown in Fig. 1(a), (b). For further analysisonly the sequene of laminar phases and bursts is important. To distinguishbetween them the signal Y (t) = � (n2 (t)� #) was analyzed, where � (�) isthe Heaviside unit step funtion and the threshold # was assumed 0.1 forOOI and 3.7 for PMI. Suh distintion between the phases is not perfet,in partiular in the ase of PMI in whih n2 may ross the threshold manytimes during a haoti burst (f. Fig. 1(b)). However, more sophistiatedmethods in whih the height of the loal maxima in the signal n2 (t) wasanalzyed yield results qualitatively similar to the ones presented below forY (t). A seond fator whih in�uenes the quantitative results is the hoieof #. Besides, one should pay attention to the di�erene between the methodused here to distinguish between the phases, and the experimental methodswhih an only be based on the measurement of absorption, i.e. n0. In thepresent ase, n2 was hosen for further analysis simply beause the di�erenebetween the phases was most visible.

Fig. 1. Time series of n2 (t) = ja2 (t)j for the ase of (a) OOI, (b) PMI.



2504 A. Krawieki, A. SukiennikiFrom Y (t) PSD and SNR were evaluated as funtions of ". Typially100 series of 4096 points sampled with the time step �t0 = 1:0 or 4.0 (inrenormalized time units) were averaged to obtain PSD, and then the resultwas further averaged over �ve di�erent initial onditions in Eq. (3) andinitial phases of the periodi signal. PSD was obtained from FFT of Y (t)with square window. From PSD, SNR was evaluated and normalized to astandard bandwidth [2℄ �f 0 = 1=4096 Hz in resaled time units (i.e. .a.�f � 1=4096 MHz= 0:24 kHz in real time units).3. ResultsThe results of numerial modelling of SR in spin-wave haos were ob-tained for a range of fs and �th. Typial values of SW damping �0;k areon the order of 106 s�1, thus the investigated frequenies fs ranged from1=512MHz � 1:95kHz to 1=32MHz � 31:25kHz in real time units; this isthe same frequeny range as in the experiment of Ref. [16℄ (heneforth, allfrequenies are given in real time units). The order of magnitude of �th is10�10 in liquid helium temperature and 10�9 in room temperature [31℄; foromparison, the ases with �th = 0 (zero temperature) and �th = 10�4 (un-physially large thermal exitations) were also onsidered. The amplitude Awas assumed as 0.1 in the ase of OOI and 0.2 in the ase of PMI, thus A wassmall enough to remain inside the intermitteny regime when " was variednear ".SNR obtained from PSD of Y (t) in the ase of OOI and �th = 10�10is shown in Fig. 2(a) vs " for di�erent fs. For fs � 1=32MHz the urveswith maxima were observed indiating the ourene of noise-free SR. Fordereasing frequenies SNR inreases and saturates in the adiabati limitfs �! 0. Suh behaviour is typial of SR in e.g. bistable systems [2℄; asmentioned in Se. 1, intermittent systems from the point of view of thetheory of SR are equivalent to asymmetri bistable systems [16℄. The roleof thermal exitations is shown in Fig. 2(b) for fs = 1=128MHz. In thelimit �th = 0 the rising part of the urve SNR vs " (looking in the diretionof dereasing ") is very steep. In fat, it is di�ult to observe non-zeroSNR in this range of the rf �eld amplitude. The addition of even smallthermal bakground noise �th smoothes out the urve in whih a distintmaximum ours. This situation is typial of systems with OOI in whihaddition of noise leads to qualitative hanges in the dynamis and oureneof attrator bubbling below the OOI threshold [29℄. For � = 10�4 burstsand signi�ant values of SNR are observed for " muh above " � 3:02, outof the intermitteny regime, and the loation of the maximum shifts alsoout of the intermitteny regime.
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Fig. 2. SNR vs " for the ase of OOI, (a) e�et of periodi signal frequeny,fs = 1=32MHz (triangles), fs = 1=128MHz (irles), fs = 1=512MHz (diamonds),in all ases �th = 1:0 � 10�10, (b) e�et of thermal SW exitations, �th = 0 (trian-gles), �th = 10�10 (irles), �th = 10�9 (diamonds), �th = 10�4 (squares), in allases fs = 1=128MHz.It is interesting to note that in the ase of OOI SR may be observed alsowhen PSD of n2 (t) is analyzed (Fig. 3). The time series of n2 resemblesthe sequene of 0 and 1 in Y (t), thus leading to similar behaviour of SNR.SNR obtained after passing n2 through a threshold exeeds that evaluateddiretly from n2; the mehanism of this phenomenon is probably similar tothe one desribed in threshold devies by Loerinz et al. [6℄.SNR obtained from PSD of Y (t) in the ase of PMI and �th = 10�10is shown as a funtion of " in Fig. 4(a). The results are similar to theones in the ase of OOI. Fig. 4(a) shows that it is possible to model noise-free SR in PMI in SW haos using a simple model Eq. (3). The role ofthermal exitations of SW seems to be less visible in the ase of PMI thanin OOI (Fig. 4(b)), at least for the parameters A, # used in this paper. Inpartiular, there is no signi�ant di�erene between the SNR vs " urvesfor �th = 0 and �th = 10�10 and 10�9. However, large �th auses evidenthanges in SNR. In the ase of PMI, SR was not obtained when PSD ofn2 (t) was analyzed: SNR dereases monotonously with inreasing ". Thisis aused by the fat that periodi osillations of the rf �eld amplitude leadto a periodi modulation (with frequeny fs) of the amplitude of periodiosillations of n2 below the intermitteny threshold, for " < " = 7:96. Thusa periodi response of n2 may be stronger below the intermitteny thresholdthan the periodiity of haoti bursts whih an be seen in Fig. 1(b) abovethe intermitteny threshold. The signal Y (t) simply ignores the periodi
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Fig. 3. SNR vs " evaluated from Y (t) (squares) and n2 (t) (irles) for the ase ofOOI, fs = 1=128MHz, �th = 10�10.

Fig. 4. SNR vs " for the ase of PMI, (a) e�et of periodi signal frequeny, fs =1=32MHz (triangles), fs = 1=128MHz (irles), fs = 1=512MHz (diamonds), in allases �th = 1:0 � 10�10, (b) e�et of thermal SW exitations, �th = 0 (triangles),�th = 10�10 (irles), �th = 10�9 (diamonds), �th = 10�4 (squares), in all asesfs = 1=128MHz.



Stohasti Resonane in Spin-Wave Chaos: a Simulation 2507modulation of n2 with frequeny fs during laminar phases, and thus also for" < ". This resembles the situation in bistable two-well systems in whihSNR diverges in the limit of zero noise when the intrawell motion is inludedin the analysis [2℄. 4. Disussion and onlusionsIn this paper, noise-free SR in haoti nonlinear ferromagneti resonanein oinidene regime was modelled numerially on the basis of a simplemodel of two SW pairs interating with the uniform mode, Eq. (1). Twokinds of intermittent signals were analyzed: OOI and PMI. SNR was eval-uated from a signal re�eting the sequene of laminar phases and bursts.When the rf �eld amplitude was slowly modulated with a weak periodisignal and the onstant part of this amplitude was hanged near the inter-mitteny threshold, SNR showed a maximum, indiating the ourene ofSR.A quantitative omparison of the simulation results in the ase of PMIwith experimental results of Ref. [16℄ is not possible, however, beause suhdetails as the amplitude of periodi modulation and the range of investigatedrf �eld amplitudes were not given. From other studies it is known that PMIin oinidene regime was observed for the rf �eld power .a. 10 dB above theSuhl threshold, so for " between .a. 3.2 and 10, depending on the de�nitionof the logarithmi sale used in Ref. [21℄. In Eq. (3) PMI may be observedin this range of " depending on other parameters; for our analysis, a typialase was hosen. The range of frequenies of periodi modulation of the rf�eld amplitude for whih SR was observed is in agreement with that in theexperiment of Ref. [16℄. Experimentally, SR was also observed when thed �eld was hanged with onstant ". In Eq. (3) it would be equivalent tohanging �!0;k whih an also lead to the ourene of SR and OOI, butthis ase has not been analyzed here. Another quantity measured in Ref. [16℄and not investigated here was the probability distribution of the lengths ofhaoti bursts.In our simulations, the e�et of thermal exitations of SW on SNR wasanalyzed. It seems that this in�uene is stronger in the ase of OOI in whihit is di�ult to obtain SNR vs " urves with smooth minima without thermalnoise, and the �tail� of these urves is observed out of the intermitteny rangedue to the ourene of attrator bubbling. It would be interesting to hekthis experimentally, the more that OOI in SW haos was observed [30℄.To summarize, we managed to simulate noise-free SR using a simplemodel in the haoti system in whih this phenomenon was observed exper-imentally. The ourene of SR in the model ould be expeted as it showedintermittent dynamis, i.e. the system posesses a learly de�ned time sale
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